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Executive Summary

The San Diego, Orange, & Imperial Procurement
Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) is hosted by
Southwestern College/Foundation. The PTAC’s
mission is to assist San Diego County small
businesses with the information, resources, and
technical assistance they need to effectively
compete for and perform on federal, state, and
local government contracts. Technical services
include the identification of bidding opportunities,
development of marketing strategies, certification
assistance, RFP/solicitation review, and
bid/proposal development, among others. Due to
the generosity of our program supporters, our counseling and training services are provided at no cost
to the small businesses that we serve.
Small businesses in all categories continued to benefit from PTAC services in fiscal year 2021;
specifically, $198,360,815 in total contracts were awarded to the small businesses that received
assistance from our Center. This equates to roughly 1,322 jobs, assuming that $150,000 in sales is
needed to create or retain each job. Of the $198.3 million in contract awards for PTAC clients, over
$195 million (98.5%) were federal contract awards. The PTAC exceeded all of its federal program
performance metrics including training, counseling, and outreach goals, otherwise known as its annual
performance goals. We are grateful to both our new sponsors, and to those who have continued to
loyally support the PTAC for many years.
The PTAC currently serves 960 Active Clients. During fiscal year 2021, The PTAC provided 2,825 initial
and follow-up counseling sessions (one-on-one technical assistance) to 878 clients, totaling 3,198
hours; 299 of these clients were new clients of the Center. Additionally, the PTAC sponsored and/or
participated in 86 workshops and outreach events, reaching 3,148 participants.
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Active Clients

The PTAC currently serves 960 active clients. Below are breakdowns of the active clients by industry/
sector and diversity. Please see the last page of this report for diversity category definitions.
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Contracts Awarded to Clients

The PTAC’s small business clients were awarded $198,360,815 in contract awards. This equates to
roughly 1,322 jobs, assuming that $150,000 in sales is needed to create or retain each job.
Below are charts illustrating the breakdown of reported awards by client diversity, contract type (Prime
or Subcontract), and agency type (DOD, Other Federal, State/Local, or Non-Government).
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New Clients

The PTAC provided initial counseling sessions (one-on-one technical assistance) to 299 new
clients, totaling 495 hours. The PTAC continues to serve a diverse spectrum of clients, as
illustrated in the following chart.
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Counseling Sessions

The PTAC provided 2,825 initial and follow-up counseling sessions to 878 clients, totaling 3,198 hours.
The diversity of the clients that received counseling services is illustrated in the following chart.
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Training and Events

The PTAC sponsored, co-sponsored, and/or participated in 86 workshops and outreach events during
the reporting period. 3,148 participants attended these training or networking events.

Bid Notifications

Electronic Bid Matching
The PTAC provides an electronic bid matching service to 83 active clients. The Bid Match system
searches over 2,000 public federal, state, and local procurement databases and uses algorithms based
on keywords, industry codes, and other industry or commodity related information to match
solicitations with client profiles. Clients receive e-mail notifications on a daily basis of potential
government bidding opportunities.

Client Satisfaction and Testimonials

The most recent client satisfaction survey was conducted in December 2021. 1,621 clients were polled,
of which 150 (~9% responded. Their ratings provided a composite satisfaction rating of 95%. The full
survey is available upon request. Below are a few client testimonials taken from the survey:
“I received terrific mentoring.” – MM, Sapphire Clean Rooms, LLC
July 2022
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"I have worked with PTAC in the past and the team are all very knowledgeable and helpful. During the
pandemic, it has been very helpful to receive emails to alert us to opportunities." LD, PromoVentures,
Inc.
“The San Diego PTAC has helped my business in obtaining some of the certifications need to be more
competitive in the market.” – DM, DM Planning and Architecture Consultants
"Karen Burgess has been an amazing resource. We were awarded our 1st government contract this
year and there were so many things to learn. She help me navigate the process. Thanks a million."
MH, Global Ocean Designs, LLC
“Though we are still in the early stage, the work with PTAC, in particular, Mike Sabellico has been
exceptional on all levels. We are still getting our feet wet, but Mike has walked us through the sites we
need to review and how to do it, he has invited us to workshops and provided us the opportunity to
gain knowledge, he is patient and incredibly resourceful. I honestly wish I knew about this service 10
years ago. It would have saved me years of time and resources.” – RF, Resiliency Technologies, Inc.
“Jeff Cuskey has been instrumental in our success. He has helped us review methods to team with large
businesses to utilizing our expertise and benefiting from our WOSB and HUBZone status. He has also
supported reviewing FAR requirements to insure compliance." – DJ, JNI Armor
"We would definitely not be where we are today if it were not for services and/or recommendations
provided by Small Business help - such as PTAC. Assistance has made a HUGE difference over the years,
We will always be extremely grateful and humbled for any and all time plus resources invested into our
Company." JC, Makelele Systems

Socioeconomic Definitions

Disadvantaged Firm: https://www.sba.gov/federal-contracting/contracting-assistance-programs/8abusiness-development-program
Disabled Veteran-Owned Firm: https://www.sba.gov/federal-contracting/contracting-assistanceprograms/veteran-assistance-programs
Woman-Owned Firm: https://www.sba.gov/federal-contracting/contracting-assistanceprograms/women-owned-small-business-federal-contracting-program
HUBZone Certified Firm: https://www.sba.gov/federal-contracting/contracting-assistance-programs/
hubzone-program
Small Business: https://www.sba.gov/federal-contracting/contracting-guide/size-standards
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